
Ravi Kiran <ravi.kiran@vlabs.ac.in>

Re: OS Vlabs first experiments is being divided into two parts
2 messages

raj agnihotri <raj@vlabs.ac.in> Mon, Sep 4, 2023 at 8:32 AM
To: Pranav Vats <vats@disroot.org>
Cc: Priya Raman <Priya@vlabs.ac.in>, Venkatesh Choppella <vxc.iiit@gmail.com>, Yashpal Yadav
<yashpal.yadav@research.iiit.ac.in>, Ravi Kiran <ravi.kiran@vlabs.ac.in>

Hi Pranav,
Sorry that we missed the previous email about the repo creation.
There's already a repo named as exp-context-switch-iiith in the virtual-labs organization. Naming the new repo as exp-
context-switching-iiith will be confusing. Is this new repo going to be very different from the existing one? Please let
me know if a better name can be given to the new one.
Also, should we create a repo for the process life cycle management experiment too? We can name it exp-process-
life-cycle-iiith.
Please confirm and we will have the repos created right away.

@Ravi Kiran Please create these repos on priority.

best regards
raj
--

On Mon, Sep 4, 2023 at 8:22 AM Pranav Vats <vats@disroot.org> wrote:
Sir,
Would it be possible to have a new repository created for the
aforementioned second experiment under the virtual-labs github
organization by today?
(preferably named virtual-labs/exp-context-switching-iiith)

We are unable to do so from our end using the credentials for the
vlab-os github account.

Thank you.

Venkatesh Choppella <vxc.iiit@gmail.com> writes:

> Hello Priya,
>
> The first experiment of OS Vlabs is being divided into two parts:
>
> 1. Process Life Cycle Management
> 2. Context Switching
>
> Could you kindly arrange to have separate repositories for these.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Venkatesh Choppella
> (he/him/his)
> Associate Professor
> IIIT Hyderabad, India
> https://www.iiit.ac.in/~vxc

--
Pranav Vats
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raj agnihotri <raj@vlabs.ac.in> Mon, Sep 4, 2023 at 10:53 AM
To: Ravi Kiran <ravi.kiran@vlabs.ac.in>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Pranav vats <vats@disroot.org>
Date: Mon, Sep 4, 2023 at 8:59 AM
Subject: Re: OS Vlabs first experiments is being divided into two parts
To: raj agnihotri <raj@vlabs.ac.in>

Sir,
Yes, we would like to migrate the first experiment to exp-process-life-cycle-iiith eventually, but we'd like to keep the
references to the previous repo exp-context-switch-iiith valid as well, for any official (review) documentation that might
include those links (unless you can help us redirect older links to the newer ones). So the confusing names are
temporary, I hope, and we can deprecate exp-context-switch-iiith when appropriate.

Although that can wait, we need a new repo (exp-context-switching-iiith) quite urgently.

So it'd be helpful to have two new repos:
1. exp-process-life-cycle-iiith
2. exp-context-switching-iiith

And deprecate but preserve the current exp-context-switch-iiith.

Thanks.
[Quoted text hidden]

--
Pranav Vats
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